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BOARDSMOUNT SETUP

1-2 - Thoroughly clean the board with clean water, dry it, then degrease with a little gasoline F on a soft
cloth.

3 - Assemble the 2 junction pieces on the pole as in the photo, using the screws provided.

4 - Screw the 2 adhesive plates onto the junction pieces. Position them so that the screws go in the same
direction as for step 3. Do not over-tighten the screws.

5 - 6 - 7 - Try different positions before sticking permanently. Slightly off-center positioning provides a
more dynamic rendering. Stay as close to the nose of the board as possible.

8 - Determine your ideal positioning.  This step is very important:  Make sure that the decks are in
perfect contact with the board over their entire surface. For this you must find 2 flat areas on the hull.
Otherwise, the boardsmount may come off.

9 - Glue the rear plate first while firmly holding the front plate on the board so as not to move the pole
from the chosen position. This may be easier with the help of another person.

10 - Do the same with the front plate.

11 - 12 - Unscrew the junction pieces and press strongly for a few minutes on the entire surface of the 2
plates to ensure good adhesion.

13 - Screw the junction pieces back to determine the angle of the pole (2 possible positions).  The
middle ring slides. Glue the leash plugg near the backplate, a few inches apart.

14 - 15 - Turn the board over, set up the camera and determine your vision angle.

When you have finished these operations, leave your board in a dry place at 20/25 ° C for 48 hours to 
ensure a perfect and final bond. To take off the plates please refer to the attached tutorial (PDF 
"Boardsmount take off").

Thank you for your confidence. I wish you great sessions and lots of fun with your new boardsmount. 
Do not hesitate to share your images on Facebook or Instagram @HARNESSMOUNTDESIGN with 
the #boardsmount or #harnessmountdesign tags
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